Lilliput Village Montessori is proud to offer a unique Expressive Arts Program coordinated
by Adriana Francescangeli and Creanagh Callaghan.
The program supports children to develop a deeper sensory, cognitive, and emotional
appreciation of the world around them. This is achieved through exploratory, imaginative
and creative learning experiences that bring the world of music, movement and dramatic
arts to life! Our aim is that this will ultimately contributing towards the development of
confident, expressive and creative individuals.
All children who attend Lilliput Village Montessori are invited to take part in the Expressive
Arts program (at no extra cost). Classes are conducted daily for approximately forty
minutes. The program is offered to small groups of up to ten children at a time in order to
ensure an intimate and personalised experience.

The Expressive Arts program encourages children to:
• Express ideas and feelings
• Develop body awareness, coordination & self-regulation
• Exercise their verbal communication as well as physical and emotive expression
• Use forms of repetition to support sequential development
• Increase self confidence
• Foster understanding and appreciation of diverse cultures
• Engage in co-operation and collaboration
• Enhance their auditory listening
• Enrich their capacity for critical thinking and ingenuity
• Engage in positive personal risk-taking in a safe, supportive social context.
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Musical elements introduced include:
Beat & Rhythm
Sounds and vibration
Movement & Dance
Tempo (fast & slow)
Pitch (high & low)
Dynamics (loud & soft)
Texture in music
Composition
Music Appreciation
Training to the ear prior to studying a specific
instrument
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Dramatic elements introduced include:
Re-telling
Mime, Puppetry & Improvisation
Developing body language/gesture/space
Creativity and Imaginative play
Use of voice
Purposeful play
Exploring and depicting the real and fictional
worlds
Imagination & Visualisation
Expressing movement symbolically

MUSIC & MOVEMENT CLASSES WITH ADRIANA: Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays

Adriana Francescangeli is a trained percussionist and has up to 26
years of experience in teaching music to children. She has studied and
performed Drum Corp, Taiko Drumming, Latin & Brazilian percussion,
Reggae and African drumming. Her interest of cultural music has led
her to travel and study percussion in South America, Africa, Spain and
Sri Lanka, as well as teach drum kit and percussion at a music camp in
New Jersey, USA.
Adriana’s love for music has influenced and enriched the lives of many children. Adriana inspires
children to respond to a variety of piano sounds including running, swaying, jumping, walking and
galloping. They also learn to move freely to the sounds or musical pieces, placing value upon music
appreciation and self-expression. The children are encouraged to use descriptive language such
as happy, sad, fast, slow, loud, soft, angry, scary etc. when listening to specific pieces of music.
These exercises lead towards developing visualisation skills, drama and musical stories through
movement. The children learn to care and play with many quality percussion instruments as well as
learn about instruments of the orchestra. Value is also placed on different styles of music,
enhancing music appreciation as well as interest in, and respect for, diverse cultures.
DRAMA, MUSIC AND DANCE WITH CREANAGH: Tuesdays and Thursdays

Creanagh Callaghan is a trained Drama/ Music /Dance Teacher with extensive
experience in teaching children from 2-18 years. Creanagh has worked in
Adult Education as an Advisory Teacher /Lecturer and has been responsible
for supporting teachers in implementing Arts Programs throughout South
Australia. Creanagh has an extensive history in Children’s Theatre,
Directing, Co-ordinating, and participating in many theatre productions
throughout her career.
Creanagh has taught in many settings including in Canada, Queensland and NSW as well as in city
and country South Australia. Creanagh has spent over thirty years fostering the “Arts” through her
ongoing involvement with teaching and performance with young children. With a background in
classical singing and a love of musical productions, Creanagh brings extensive experience as well
as personal passion to her teaching in the Arts.

